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• All plants are 100% preserved REAL plants - never
synthetic. They look and feel alive with soft textures,
flexibility and vibrant colors, maintaining their integrity of
detail and natural shapes. They require no water, sunlight
or chemicals and don’t attract insects. Since they are
preserved, they also do not produce pollen or spores.
• Our plants are preserved with a UV-resistant solution.
• All moss and plant materials used are responsibly
sourced in the United States; every aspect of production is
conducted in the United States by us.
• Our wooden frames are handmade entirely out of locally
reclaimed lumber.
• All of our pieces are intended for indoor display. Direct
sunlight, high humidity or contact with water will
compromise their look and lifespan.
• Every panel of moss is constructed on a base substrate
that is CA Rated fire-resistant.

• Plant paintings are available in any size
12” x 12” or larger.
• Multiple panels can be connected to
create large pieces.
• Our pieces are lightweight! A 72” x 36”
panel weighs approximately 30 lbs.
• Since panels aren’t limited by plumbing
and lighting requirements, they can be
spaced apart to maximize design
aesthetic, value, and coverage.

• No expensive ongoing maintenance.  Simply blow the
dust off every 6-12 months
• No insects, expensive grow lights, fertilizer or chemicals
• Can be used in areas without daylight (i.e. wine cellars.)
• No reinforced walls required
• No onsite plumbing required
• Fast installation! As quick as comparable framed artwork
• Effortless, vibrant and lifelike appearance
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GENERAL SIZES & WEIGHTS

BENEFITS COMPARED TO LIVING WALLS

MATERIALS USED

PLANT PAINTING     BASIC INFORMATION
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STYLE GALLERY  Signature Design Styles for your Plant Painting®

Inspire your space with the beauty of nature

Minimalist

Moss & Ferns

Our minimalist style is a frame or installation comprised totally of any one of our
preserved moss materials.  These pieces are ideal for a logo overlay to be installed,
or as a simple pallet cleanser to add large areas of green to your space without being
distracting.

Modern

Our modern style uses natural, irregular shapes in sheet and clump mosses.  This
style can be bright tone, monotone, or high contrast, and the bun to sheet
coverage ratio can be 80/20 to 40/60 depending on how much you'd like the
shapes to breathe.  In addition, the texture profile can be mid or high.

Our classic Moss & Ferns style is a balance of three elements, moss texture, fern texture
and smooth sheet moss coverage.  This selection is our first and signature style, and
requires no decision making in the design.  It is also an easy diving off spot into more
custom versions.  Moss & Ferns, but add branches, etc.

Extra Lush

Extra Lush is our signature Moss & Ferns style after we take it to the extreme.  This
style has a very textured and luxurious aesthetic.   Most of the pieces in this style
are heavily embellished with extra long, extra textured, extra lush ferns.  The fern
selections are also more diverse and exotic.
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STYLE GALLERY Branch Style Options
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Natural Bark

Red Branch

Winding Branch

Sandwood

Curly Vines

constructed, like intentional trees or vines, 
natural, loose and implied portions of tree
branch, peeking through the moss
WIld like the roots and fallen wood of a forest
floor.

Branches are a durable way to add another
feature of interest to your installation.
We offer Natural Bark, Curly Vines, Winding Branch,
Red Branch, and Sandwood as sustainably harvested
wood choices.
 
Branch styles can be added to look 

See the Inspiration gallery for more examples of our branch work.
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STYLE GALLERY  
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Stories & Logos

Color Blocks allows for designs of mixed moss and fern materials.  It can be
produced where the "Shared Color" or "Shared Material type" or "Shared
Texture" is what makes up a 'block'.  In this example image, whole portions of
the bull's eye are ferns, while others are buns, and still others are smooth sheet.

Pathways

Pathways is a style that uses high contrast coloration to travel through the piece. 
 Pathways uses long cobblestone style shapes in high texture clump moss to draw
the eye.  The implied movement brings lively energy to a space. Pathways can be
made with only bright paths, or both bright and dark paths.

Stories are pieces where the design & material
placement are meaningful.  For example, this
reproduces the bird's eye view of the client's
office near a river, with a branch bridge, etc.

Grid

Grid work allows for clean, modern lines of frame material to run through the piece.  
It can be produced in individual frames that need to be hung adjacent to one
another, or in a larger, bisected frame.  This style has a higher coverage in bun
moss and lighter fern area than traditional moss & ferns style.

Color Blocks

Logos and layered logos and
base signs for a logo overlay are
all available.  We provide ample

opportunity to brand in moss.
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Panels can come with a nice raw edge and a
short moss overhang (that can be trimmed for
appearance after framing / installation to reveal
however much frame or edging material is
desired.  This edge is ideal if the moss panels
are to be inset into existing architecture, or if
architecture will be built up around them.

INSTALLATION GUIDE

Panel installation

Inspire your space with the beauty of nature

Extra Lush Style
Heavily ferned plank 

panel inserts

Extra Lush Style
Heavy ferns
high texture
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APPLICATIONS & ENVIRONMENT  
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Asymmetrical Grid

Standard Applications for panel systems or multi-panel systems utilize the install
guide provided above.  The panels are secured and framed in, or is built to be
secured into architecture that already exists in the space.  With large pieces, the
installation might be secured and a conventional frame may be built around.

Atriums

Most of our design styles can easily be applied to an atrium or "floor" installation. 
 Depending on height limitations and shipping / boxing size constraints, we can
build out shrubbery and foliage plants for height to make a maintenance free
planter or atrium.

Our Asymmetrical Grid is most commonly one of our signature styles framed
and interspersed with our reclaimed wood pieces.  Any irregularly shaped
space can benefit from the flexibility of this style.  Typically materials flow from one
frame to the next, connecting our natural imagery for a viewer.

Panel Systems Moss & Fern Style
Modified for vertical installation

Red Branch Style
configured into asymmetrical grid

Red Branch Style
Monotone and wild forest floor

You can plan for creative application of our moss materials.  We can produce unusual
shapes, sizes, dimensions and adapt to full wall and multi-walled areas.
Our material can be designed to turn both inside and outside corners seamlessly, or
travel from an atrium to a wall for a 3rd dimension.

Modern Style
High profile texture
(microsoft style)

Pathways Style
high contrast paths

(28 Degrees style)

Corners

Modern Style
Low profile texture



Busy office? Black thumb?  Tired of monthly contracts to care for the office plants?  We've got this.
We offer a variety of preserved plant solutions ideal to adorn the ceilings and surfaces surrounding your space. 
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SUPPLEMENTALS AND ADD-ONS Finish with supplemental greenery for your space 

Preserved (no water, no sun) Additions

Inspire your space with the beauty of nature

Already have pots or planters that match the design aesthetic of your
space?  Measure the inset and we can make planter inserts for them!  

Desk Cubes
Poufs
Modular Hexagons

Pots & Planters
Hanging Kokedama
Sitting Kokedama
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INSPIRATION GALLERY
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Agave Leaf Logo Design 
Color Block style in mixed mosses
4 colors, spot ferns for accenting

Stories Style
This piece implies a river in aerial view

High Texture (fern profile)

Red Branch Style
Constructed branches

Extra Lush (fern profile)

Extra Lush / Moss & Fern Style 
High contrast mixed mosses
Standard ferning

Custom Pathways Style (Austin Style)
Lime pathways with moss & ferns
plus natural rock addition

Color Block  
minimalist style "blocks"

mixed mosses

Logo Branding
Host / Consierge area

textured moss
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INSPIRATION GALLERY
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Color Block "wedges" 
Moss & Fern style (standard) 
minimalist style (spring green sheet)

Sandwood Branch Style
Bright tones (moss clumps)

High Texture (fern profile)

Moss & Fern style with Brick
Custom Fern choices

Extra Lush Moss & Ferns Style 
Thick, high profile fern curtain tops
this extra lush piece

Mixed Branch Style (Forest Floor)
wild branches, moss & ferns

plus natural rock addition

Low Profile Pathways Style (GreenSky)
standard moss & ferns

Mixed Branch Style (Forest Floor)
wild branches, High profile lush ferns
plus natural rock addition


